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21 Blackstreet offers some of the best African American ebooks to its readers. They have a vast
collection of books by African American Authors. The books are broadly classified into various
categories like Audiobook's, Biographies & Memoirs, Business & Investing, Health, Mind & Body,
Erotic Fiction, Nonfiction, Literature & Fiction, Mystery & Thrillers, Religion & Spirituality, Romance,
Free Reads, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Teens. As per their preference and interest, readers can
select a category and choose a book of their choice. Entangled, Dear Summer and Rope Burn are
among the few free books currently available to the readers.

The ebooks by Black authors is both comprehensive and rich from theme perspective. 21
Blackstreet pays a writer through paypal, which is both quick and convenient for everybody. Every
write associated with 21 blackstreet needs to have a paypal account for smooth transaction
between them and this self publishing shop. The writers are paid on the basis of the sales of their
book. The money is transferred into their account within two days of the withdrawal.

Writers of the African American ebooks can even check the sales of their book from the Sales
Reports tab of 21 Blackstreet. It gives a better view of the sales figures of their book. It is often a
misconception that self publishing shops have the copyright ownership for any book. As a leading
self publishing web site, it never acquires the copyright ownership. It always stays with the writer. 21
Blackstreet is a black self publishing store that is passionate about encouraging black authors. The
free ebooks by black authors are thrilling to read.

21 Blackstreet also has a blog that focuses on blogs about ebooks. The ebook blogs act as a
reference guide for the readers who are looking for fiction of their choice. There are innumerable
blogs by self publishing authors who share their views on the blogs. These blogs are very extensive
and informative for the readers. Itâ€™s really interesting to read the views of other readers for the
ebooks featured on the website.

The Street Fiction ebooks have interesting storylines that are a perfect balance of humor, action,
and romance. The registration for any website is fully free. Anyone interested to read good books or
want to share their books with the larger audience can be a member of this site. Once a member
logs in to the account they can see a list of books which they have published from this site. If a user
faces any issue in viewing the status of the books like the sales of their published work, they can
reach out to the 21 Blackstreet team and they will resolve the matter. As a publisher of a book, the
concerned person can decide the price of the book.

If a member hasn't published any books from this website, no books would be displayed under their
account. Interested readers can view all the books and will have access to the free African
American ebooks of the website.
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American Authors are available at this store. The a Ebooks by Black authors are both entertaining
and informative.
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